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Cerințele în conducerea afacerilor presupun cunoașterea desfășurării activităților și proceselor la scara de timp a desfășurării lor, pentru a determina și influența ceea ce urmează să se întâmple în firma/organizație. Obiectivul în sistemele de “afaceri inteligente” (BI) este legat de acumularea datelor, informațiilor și cunoașterii într-un timp cât mai scurt pentru a răspunde cerințelor decizionale în desfășurarea activităților și proceselor. Satisfacerea unui asemenea obiectiv nu poate evita utilizarea prelucrării on-line și în timp real a datelor (RT-OLAP).

Utilizarea RT-OLAP în BI presupune depășirea dimensiunii de timp, prin faptul că o întreprindere competitivă este presată de urgențe care nu pot fi satisfaite fără utilizarea OLAP în condiții de timp real.

The business needs to know what is happening right now, faster, in order to determine and influence what should happen next time. The goal of business intelligence (BI) systems is to capture (data, information, knowledge) and respond to business events and needs better, more informed, and faster, as decisions. To support those decisions faster, any discussion must be in the context of Real Time On-Line Analytical Processing (RT-OLAP).

RT-OLAP for BI implies much more than time; it conveys a rich sense of urgency for competitive enterprises, because a real-time enterprise without RT-OLAP is a real dumb company, moving not really fast.
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, most data warehouses (DW) use a staging approach to loading data into the warehouse fact and dimension tables. Data that needs to be loaded into the warehouse is first extracted from source tables, files, and transactional systems, and is then loaded in batches into interface tables within the staging area. Then, the data within these interface tables is transformed, cleansed, and checked for errors, often with temporary staging tables being created on the way to hold the versions of the source data as it is being processed. This cleansed
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and transformed data is then loaded into the presentation area (Fig. 1.1) of the DW. Once this loading has taken place, aggregates and summaries are either recreated or refreshed, and in some cases, separate OLAP databases must then be updated with data from the DW.

![Fig. 1.1 Loading DW for OLAP use](image)

The process of loading DW, usually referred to as the Extraction, Transformation, and Load (ETL) process, can take anywhere from a few hours to several days to complete, and can require many gigabytes of storage to hold the many versions of staging and interface tables. Because of the time taken by this traditional form of ETL, it’s usually the case that the data in warehouses and data marts is at least a day or two out of date; in fact, usually it is between a week and a month behind their source systems.

This latency as the situation is known, has in the past however not usually been seen as too much of an issue, as DWs were not considered operational, business-critical applications, but rather more as a way for a small group of head-office analysts to do trend analysis.

2. Lifecycle data latencies

Many times a combination of up-to-date and historical information is necessary. For example, while it may be useful for the store manager to know the number of sales of a particular item so far this morning, it is more useful if he can put that information in the context of the average number sales of that same item on the same day of the week over the last year.

Webster dictionary defines "Real-time" as the simultaneous recording of an event with the actual occurrence of that event. In engineering disciplines, the term is extended to describe a system that records and responds to an event within milliseconds.

To clarify the life cycle data latencies, [1, 7] we start with a business event taking place and data acquisition technologies deliver the event record to the DW. Analytical processing helps turn the data into information, and a business decision leads to a corresponding action. To approach real time, the duration between the event and its consequent action needs to be minimized. Typically, it is the data acquisition process that introduces majority of the latency (Fig. 2.1).
3. Time and business value

Because RT-OLAP in BI must be understood in terms of real value of the business, we consider at an initial time, a business event requiring a response, occurs within some business process. At a later time [2], action is taken to respond to that event (Fig. 3.1).

For example, customer requests information on a specific product, and then the company provides the information within a few seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks or months.

The assumption behind this decay curve is that the longer the delay of the response, the less business value accrues to the company. In this example, the value is the probability that the customer will purchase the product.
The action time or action distance is the duration between the event and the action, while the net value is the business value lost or gained over this duration.

In the spirit of microeconomic analysis, a second curve can be charted showing the cost-time relationships, (Fig. 3.2). This curve represents the cost required to design, build and operate the system that responds to the event.

At some point, the two curves may intersect, implying that the system cost equals the business value. To the right of this point, the company benefits because value exceeds cost; to the left, the company loses because cost exceeds value. The good news is that the intersection point is moving steadily to the left, allowing companies to create systems that increasingly benefit the business.

Within the context of DW, there are three components to this action time, (Fig. 3.3). The data latency is the time required to capture, transform/cleanse and store this data in the DW, ready for analysis. The analysis latency is the time required to analyze and disseminate the results to the appropriate persons. The decision latency is the time required for a person to understand the situation,
decide on a course of action and initiate it. For automated procedures, a person may not be directly involved; hence, decision latency would be very small.

Figs. 3.1 through 3.3 assume that value decays rapidly after the business event. However, this may not be true in real business situations. Let's consider a few counter cases.

First, Fig. 3.4 illustrates a situation in which value stays constant and then rapidly drops. For example, a customer orders a nice meal at a fine restaurant and has different expectations of service than at a fast-food restaurant. In fact, if the food is delivered too quickly, the customer may question the quality.

Second, Fig. 3.5 illustrates a situation in which value increases with time rather than decreases. The value "matures" through time. For example, a farmer does not harvest the crop a day after planting the seeds. The crop requires time to mature.

Finally, Fig. 3.6 illustrates a situation that combines the previous two, a slow increase followed by a sudden decline. This curve is often associated with perishable goods or services. For example, bananas sell slowly when green, but sell more rapidly as they turn yellow and then get discarded as soon as the brown spots appear.
4. Barriers against RT-OLAP in BI

Many challenges oppose obtaining RT-OLAP data in BI (Fig. 4.1), some of which are not addressable by technology. Barriers [3] [12] include the following:

1. It is necessary to provide an historical view. Often, the original source systems do not provide historical data at all; therefore, it is necessary to maintain a separate copy of the data, with full history, in a DW.

2. It is necessary to coordinate with business processes and across systems. It might be meaningless to perform a particular analysis until certain business processes are complete. For example, in our simple retail chain example, store-to-store comparisons might not be meaningful until all stores, in all time zones, have closed. Similarly, the mechanisms by which some legacy systems are updated might set a lower limit on the latency that is achievable.

3. Frequently the data must go through a transformation process to enforce data quality. Depending on the complexity of those transformations and the volume of data, it might simply not be cost effective to reduce the load time below a certain level.

4. It is often necessary to integrate data from multiple data sources, which, even in the absence of significant transformations, might commonly be handled by transformation processes, thereby creating a separate store.

5. The goal of providing satisfactory user performance is often at odds with true Real-time results. Reporting directly from the
source system certainly provides Real-time information, but generally the common aggregate-level queries do not perform well against the systems that are orientated for frequent update. Nor could we often tolerate such a query load being placed on our transactional systems. Thus, often a separate store must be maintained, with special attention paid to providing pre computed aggregates. Maintaining those aggregates on each update to the source data takes time.

6. Continually reporting on data from a system that is constantly being updated requires that we consider the issue of data consistency.

7. Even if the data in a report is sufficiently up-to-date, how do we ensure that the report is immediately delivered to the necessary decision makers when they need it?

5. RT-OLAP approach

If you want to achieve RT-OLAP updates to your DW, you’ll need to do three things [4]:

1. Reduce or eliminate the time taken to get new and changed data out of your source systems.

2. Eliminate, or reduce as much as possible, the time required to cleanse, transform and load your data.

3. Reduce as much as possible the time required to update your aggregates.
Moving from nightly batch loads of data to a **real-time data approach** requires not just business justification, but **technology solution** availability and effectiveness.

These technologies can be used in isolation or in tandem. In many cases they will make it easier to provide RT-OLAP for BI. An example of a simplified architecture (Fig. 5.1), where the Analysis cube is built directly over the source databases (OLTP). Build the cube over a database that is a replicated copy of the actual source OLTP database. The cost of maintaining such a replica is outweighed by the advantage of relieving the transaction system from extra overhead.

The essential characteristic of RT-OLAP system is that holds all the data in RAM. Principal benefits of RT-OLAP applications [1] are showing (Table 5.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits using new DW workload for RT-OLAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OLD DW Workload for OLAP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Batch loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 100s of standard reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Limited numbers of ad-hoc users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can summarize the following advantages [5]:

Fig. 5.1 Simplified RT-OLAP architectures for BI
1. The size of a cube in a RT-OLAP system is smaller than that of an OLAP product.
2. RT-OLAP perform calculation just in time by only calculating values when they are needed space can be saved.
3. With RT-OLAP when a change is made, everyone sees the results.

And we can count two disadvantages [5]:
1. Because RT-OLAP stores the entire cube in RAM, it doesn’t scale to the data volume larger than the RAM size.
2. Performance of queries can be slower since the values need to be calculated on the fly instead of being accessed from the precalculated storage.

6. Conclusion

The time-value of data started to gain importance; rather than monthly and weekly updates, data warehouses started receiving daily and hourly updates. In addition to custom scripts and ETL, technologies such as EAI (Enterprise Application Integration) started to augment data integration processes to ensure timely acquisition of data. Data quality, aggregation, profiling, and metadata management became integral to data warehousing. BI technologies entered the mainstream and business users became increasingly proactive with the aid of their budding enterprise analytics frameworks.

In final, the DW goes active. As RT-OLAP data feeds the DW and matches pre-defined business patterns, business actions are automatically triggered. The active DW auto-initiates actions to systems based on rules and context to support business processes
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